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the meaning of tradition is an inherited established or customary pattern of thought action or behavior such as a
religious practice or a social custom how to use tradition in a sentence a way of behaving or a belief that has been
established for a long time or the practice of following behavior and beliefs that have been so established c it is a
western tradition for brides to wear white u the dinka people are cattle farmers by tradition some traditions and
customs that we embrace in the united states may seem a bit unusual from outside of our borders these unusual usa
traditions often confuse visitors from other parts of the world a way of behaving or a belief that has been
established for a long time or the practice of following behavior and beliefs that have been so established c it is a
western tradition for brides to wear white u the dinka people are cattle farmers by tradition tradition definition
the handing down of statements beliefs legends customs information etc from generation to generation especially by
word of mouth or by practice see examples of tradition used in a sentence traditions are longstanding customs and
practices it might be a family tradition to open christmas presents on christmas eve started because your parents
were too impatient to wait the noun tradition has latin roots in the word tradere which means hand over or hand down
a tradition is a system of beliefs or behaviors folk custom passed down within a group of people or society with
symbolic meaning or special significance with origins in the past tradition a belief custom or way of doing something
that has existed for a long time among a particular group of people a set of these beliefs or customs this region is
steeped in tradition a tradition of something the company has a long tradition of fine design noun 1 the handing down
from generation to generation of the same customs beliefs etc esp by word of mouth 2 the body of customs thought
practices etc belonging to a particular country people family or institution over a relatively long period 3 a
specific custom or practice of long standing 4 tradition definition the passing down of elements of a culture from
generation to generation especially by oral communication 1 the handing down of statements beliefs legends customs
etc from generation to generation esp by word of mouth or by practice 2 something that is so handed down the
traditions of the eskimos 3 a long established or inherited way of thinking or acting a break with tradition 4
tradition meaning 1 a way of thinking behaving or doing something that has been used by the people in a particular
group family society etc for a long time 2 the stories beliefs etc that have been part of the culture of a group of
people for a long time traditions by the seasons traditionsbytheseasons 72 4k subscribers 733 videos my passion is
decorating i love to create warm and inviting spaces and on a budget home decor items do find 64 different ways to
say tradition along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com synonyms for tradition rule
principles values heritage convention custom standards ethic prescription norm japan has hundreds of widely observed
traditions associated with ceremonies rituals holidays celebrations business and life in general many are valued for
making life more interesting others are associated with etiquette politeness religion or old superstitions the
meaning of traditional is of or relating to tradition consisting of or derived from tradition how to use traditional
in a sentence a luxury senior living community offering independent living assisted living and memory care services
located in dallas houston tradition a belief custom or way of doing something that has existed for a long time among
a particular group of people a set of these beliefs or customs religious cultural etc traditions this region is
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steeped in tradition the company has a long tradition of fine design exploring japanese tradition and culture can
take you from street festivals to love shrines to tea ceremonies with hot springs to relax in when



tradition definition meaning merriam webster May 22 2024
the meaning of tradition is an inherited established or customary pattern of thought action or behavior such as a
religious practice or a social custom how to use tradition in a sentence

tradition definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 21 2024
a way of behaving or a belief that has been established for a long time or the practice of following behavior and
beliefs that have been so established c it is a western tradition for brides to wear white u the dinka people are
cattle farmers by tradition

41 united states traditions customs that surprise non Mar 20 2024
some traditions and customs that we embrace in the united states may seem a bit unusual from outside of our borders
these unusual usa traditions often confuse visitors from other parts of the world

tradition english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 19 2024
a way of behaving or a belief that has been established for a long time or the practice of following behavior and
beliefs that have been so established c it is a western tradition for brides to wear white u the dinka people are
cattle farmers by tradition

tradition definition meaning dictionary com Jan 18 2024
tradition definition the handing down of statements beliefs legends customs information etc from generation to
generation especially by word of mouth or by practice see examples of tradition used in a sentence

tradition definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 17 2023
traditions are longstanding customs and practices it might be a family tradition to open christmas presents on
christmas eve started because your parents were too impatient to wait the noun tradition has latin roots in the word
tradere which means hand over or hand down

tradition wikipedia Nov 16 2023
a tradition is a system of beliefs or behaviors folk custom passed down within a group of people or society with
symbolic meaning or special significance with origins in the past



tradition noun definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 15 2023
tradition a belief custom or way of doing something that has existed for a long time among a particular group of
people a set of these beliefs or customs this region is steeped in tradition a tradition of something the company has
a long tradition of fine design

tradition definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 14 2023
noun 1 the handing down from generation to generation of the same customs beliefs etc esp by word of mouth 2 the body
of customs thought practices etc belonging to a particular country people family or institution over a relatively
long period 3 a specific custom or practice of long standing 4

tradition definition meaning yourdictionary Aug 13 2023
tradition definition the passing down of elements of a culture from generation to generation especially by oral
communication

tradition definition of tradition by the free dictionary Jul 12 2023
1 the handing down of statements beliefs legends customs etc from generation to generation esp by word of mouth or by
practice 2 something that is so handed down the traditions of the eskimos 3 a long established or inherited way of
thinking or acting a break with tradition 4

tradition definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 11 2023
tradition meaning 1 a way of thinking behaving or doing something that has been used by the people in a particular
group family society etc for a long time 2 the stories beliefs etc that have been part of the culture of a group of
people for a long time

traditions by the seasons youtube May 10 2023
traditions by the seasons traditionsbytheseasons 72 4k subscribers 733 videos my passion is decorating i love to
create warm and inviting spaces and on a budget home decor items do

64 synonyms antonyms for tradition thesaurus com Apr 09 2023
find 64 different ways to say tradition along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com



tradition synonyms 37 similar words merriam webster Mar 08 2023
synonyms for tradition rule principles values heritage convention custom standards ethic prescription norm

30 interesting japanese traditions japan talk Feb 07 2023
japan has hundreds of widely observed traditions associated with ceremonies rituals holidays celebrations business
and life in general many are valued for making life more interesting others are associated with etiquette politeness
religion or old superstitions

traditional definition meaning merriam webster Jan 06 2023
the meaning of traditional is of or relating to tradition consisting of or derived from tradition how to use
traditional in a sentence

tradition senior living luxury retirement communities Dec 05 2022
a luxury senior living community offering independent living assisted living and memory care services located in
dallas houston

tradition noun definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 04 2022
tradition a belief custom or way of doing something that has existed for a long time among a particular group of
people a set of these beliefs or customs religious cultural etc traditions this region is steeped in tradition the
company has a long tradition of fine design

guide to japanese culture and tradition tokyo cheapo Oct 03 2022
exploring japanese tradition and culture can take you from street festivals to love shrines to tea ceremonies with
hot springs to relax in when
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